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 Ô Large format, high-definition 19” screen. NESK monitors with integrated TV include a large format 19” 
screen, one of the largest on the market. Users are able to enjoy their favorite TV programs in full screen 
mode while they exercise. 

 Ô Each NESK monitor comes with integrated TV and includes iPhone® and iPod® connectivity via a 30-pin 
connector (newer devices are compatible using the Apple® Lightning Connector). 

 Ô The Easy Toolbar has been designed for quick adjustments  and is built into the front handrail. This 
includes contact heart rate sensors, one-finger speed and incline buttons, and the emergency stop. 

 Ô Attractive curved profile s-shaped monitor, with a carefully designed 45 degree incline, provides an 
optimal viewing angle and easy access to all of the controls during the workout.
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 Ô Quiet, reliable and powerful 5 HP AC motor.
 Ô HST Phenolic Resin is used to revolutionize the combination of belt and deck and comes standard on 

the SK line of treadmills. This feature is unique to the market and provides a maintenance free system, 
eliminating the need of lubrication for up to 2 years.

 Ô Easy to clean hard-wearing ABS plastic casing.
 Ô Magnetic sensor provides problem-free feedback signals.
 Ô Central elevation system provides a maximum incline of 15%.
 Ô Contact and integrated Polar wireless heart rate receiver (Polar wireless chest strap compatible).
 Ô Orthopedic running belt is tough, flexible and slip-resistance with a durable PVC surface. This surface is 

highly resistant to abrasion, is orthopedically shock-proof and is also recyclable.
 Ô MP3 connection with built-in speakers.
 Ô Sturdy aluminum frame with steel ST52 tubing.
 Ô ProTronic shock absorption system for maximum back and joint protection with 10 variable elastomer shock 

absorbers located for optimal biomechanics.
 Ô Aluminum Side Rails with non-slip rubber foot rests.
 Ô Self-adjusting belt tensioning system.
 Ô Balanced flywheel with 2 fans to cool the motor.
 Ô Wrap-around, easy grip added hand rails.
 Ô Emergency Quick Brake for maximum safety.
 Ô Pre-drilled for medical rails (sold separately).

Max User   500lbs | 227kg
Height   55in | 140cm
Width   37in | 94.5cm 
Length   92in | 233cm
Motor   5HP AC
Speed   0.5-15.5 MPH | 0.8-25 KPH
Running Surface 22”x63” | 55.8x160cm
Incline   0-15%
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